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ABSTRACT 
�
�

PRB drugs service was given to chronically controlled patients but still 
need long term treatment therefore it was necessary to guarantee the availability 
of medicines for their therapeutic needs. The objectives of this research were to 
know about PRB drug management, to know drug management support, policy, 
the availability of PRB drugs, and to analize the effects of drug management, drug 
management support, and policy on drug availability in PRB drug facility in Ex 
Karesidenan Kediri. Study on the availability of hypertension and diabetes melitus 
(DM) drugs due to prevalence tends to increase from 7.6% in 2007 to 9.5% in 
2013 for hypertension and 1,1% in 2007 became 2,1% in 2013 for DM. 

This research used cross sectional approach by giving questionnaires to 18 
respondents of PRB drug managers. Those respondents were measured on the 
capability in PRB drug managements and assessment of PRB drug management 
support and policy. The availability of the drugs counted based on the percentage 
hypertension and Diabetes Mellitus (DM) drugs which serviced and replaced 
using another similar drugs. The management, management support, and policy 
on PRB score were tested the effect on PRB drug availability for PRB drugs by 
using multiple linear regression. 

From this research, it was known that PRB Drug Management, PRB Drug 
Management Supporting Assessment, and PRB Policy were mostly categorized as 
good enough.  The availability of PRB drugs about 28.71% for the hypertension 
and 27.43% for DM. Thus, the facilities supplied substitution drugs beside the 
PRB drug stocks were about 43.95% for the hypertension and 42.68% for DM. 
While the facilities that were able to supply all PRB drugs prescript was about 
72.67% for the hypertension and 70.11% for DM. The efforts had done for 
examples, borrowing similar drugs from regular supplies, medicines administered 
when they were available, or established the similar drugs at prices closed to e-
catalogue.  

The results of the analysis for the Hypertension drugs showed that 
simultaneously PRB Drug Management factors, PRB Drug Management 
Supports, and PRB Policy have significant effects on PRB Drug Availability 
(p<0.10). Factors which had greatest influence towards the availability of PRB 
drugs was PRB Drug Management (p<0.10), especially in the case of Drug 
Selection (p<0.10). Variety of Hypertension drugs in fornas PRB was more than 
DM drugs, so it was more difficult in selection of the drugs planned for 
procurement. While for DM case showed that PRB policy factors had significant 
influences toward the availability of PRB drugs (p<0.10). The policy about DM 
drugs included in limited Fornas PRB, so there were no other choices when there 
were problems in drugs availability.  
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